
Winery:  Andrea Occhipinti 

Vigneron: Andrea Occhipinti

Varietal: Aleatico - 100%
Aleatico is a native grape that's typically vinified into a dessert wine. However, in this
case, Andrea Occhipinti offers a compelling, aromatic, dry version that happens to be PINK.

The highly aromatic nose offers notes of wild raspberry and lively dark fruits and tannins. 

Region:  Lazio, Italy
On the border of Tuscany, Lazio, and Umbria-

the area that also happens to be the birthplace of the ancient Etruscan civilization

Name of Wine:  Alea Rosa

Soil Type: Volcanic lapilli
Lapilli is a size classification term for tephra, which is material that falls out of the

air during a volcanic eruption or during some meteorite impacts. Lapilli (singular:
lapillus) means "little stones" in Latin

Age of vines: 10-20 years
The vines are planted at a density of 3400/5000 per hectare 

and trained at spurred cordon system. 

Vinification: 1 night on skins with native yeasts in small cement basins, without
chemical additives and small quantity of sulfites during bottling

Maturation: 6 months in steel/cement basin 

------------------------
Andrea Occhipinti fell in love with the vineyards of Gradoli while he was at the Agrarian 
University of Tuscia, so much so that they became the subject of his master thesis in 2004.

Soon after graduating, Andrea was able to purchase 4 hectares of vineyards planted in the 
1990’s. They are set at 450 meters above sea level (1500 feet) on the volcanic slopes of  
Lake Bolsena, the biggest volcanic lake in Europe. Situated just one hour north of Rome, the
lake provides a unique microclimate that together with the particular terroir and Andrea’s 
objective to preserve and promote the local indigenous varietals, Aleatico and Grechetto 
Rosso, produce wines with the flavor of tradition and the effervescence of innovation.

Andrea is the first in Italy to experiment with a dry interpretation of the Aleatico grape, 
and his projects include a white, rose and red DRY version of Aleatico! a MUST try!!


